
Thinkproject releases new version of contract
management software CEMAR

Deeper insights provide more controllable contract

management

MUNICH, GERMANY, November 2, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Thinkproject, Europe's leading

SaaS provider for construction and engineering projects, has released a new version of its

successful contract management software, CEMAR. It was developed by industry experts and

users to make it easier for contract managers in the AECO industry to manage complex

contracts. The latest release scores with even better FIDIC and NEC compliance, mass

transactions, integrated PowerBI reports, and a new Contract Dashboard.

Construction contracts are highly complex and must regulate the cooperation between many

different project participants. Standards such as FIDIC and NEC have become established to

facilitate the drafting of contracts, especially on an international level. However, managing such

contracts is difficult, costs a lot of time and involves risks. After all, incorrect reports and

inadequate risk management can lead to protracted legal disputes. SaaS-based CEMAR is

specifically designed to manage complex contract forms such as FIDIC, NEC3 and NEC4. By

basing CEMAR on events rather than documents, and drawing on industry-leading practical

knowledge, the software promotes collaboration and minimizes business risks. Project staff are

relieved of time-consuming administrative challenges and can focus on their core tasks.

The most important functions and innovations of CEMAR

The CEMAR software requires no installation and can be connected to other software

applications. It is hosted in a Tier III data centre in the UK and provides full redundancy and

hourly data backups. Two-factor authentication and SSL encryption provide additional security.

Key features and innovations include:

•	Compliance with contract standards

CEMAR bundles all relevant information on one platform and serves as a single source of truth.

This prevents errors and allows processes to be traced in a complete audit trail. Contract

standards such as FIDIC and NEC are complied with, as are the highest security standards. The

current release now also includes Employer and Contractor claims in FIDIC contracts.

http://www.einpresswire.com


•	Administrator Panel

The Administrator Panel also allows mass transactions: Employees no longer have to implement

changes individually but can handle them bundled into one action. This saves them time, costs

and increases efficiency. With the new adaptive screen, it can now also be managed with a

tablet.

•	Contract Dashboard

The new Contract Dashboard displays all tasks with their respective deadlines. This facilitates

contract compliance in particular and makes project progress transparent. The central overview

of very different tasks with different deadlines helps to comply with contracts.

•	Analytics with PowerBI

CEMAR generates charts, dashboards and reports in real time. PowerBI reports are integrated in

the new version. This gives users a full overview of relevant KPIs and enables them to control

project progress even better.

With the new version, data from CEMAR can also be extracted with API services, for example to

develop new business models. In conjunction with the Azure Cloud, companies can scale as

needed and benefit from sophisticated disaster recovery to improve business continuity.

Hemendra Pal, CTO of Thinkproject, says: "We are continuously developing CEMAR to best

support contract managers in their work. In doing so, we make a point of involving experts from

the field in order to identify and meet the needs of users. Therefore, with FIDIC Employer Claims

support, mass transactions, the new Contract Dashboard and PowerBI reports, digital

collaboration and compliance with contract standards will become even easier."

Would you like to learn more about CEMAR?

•	In our webinar on November 2 from 10:30 am to 12 pm you can get to know CEMAR

intensively. CEO Patrik Heider and CTO Hemendra Pal as well as long-time CEMAR user Manoj

Desai, Senior Commercial Project Manager at National Highways UK, will present the current

release and give an overview of the new features. Interested parties can choose to attend live or

access an on-demand recording.

•	Also visit the CEMAR product page for more information.

_________________________________________________________________________________

About Thinkproject

Munich-based Thinkproject is a leading global provider of Construction Intelligence solutions. To

meet the challenges of digitalization in construction and engineering projects, we provide

innovative software solutions that help unlock the potential of people and information in

construction projects. 

Thinkproject is the leading European SaaS provider for construction and engineering projects

https://thinkproject.com/webinar/cemar-oktoberfest/
https://thinkproject.com/products/cemar/


with more than 2,500 customers and around 500 employees.

For more information, visit www.thinkproject.com
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